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Problem:Organic Vs. Synthetic, which material picks up oil the best? 
Materials: One Beaker, two 250 graduated cylinders, 1 150 graduated cylinder, spandez, nylon, polystrene foam (sythtetic, wool,
cotton, paper towel (organics)tweezers, Oil, Coffee Filters. 
Hypotheses: I believe that if I test the organic materials and the synthetic materials, the synthtics will be more effective.  
Procedure
1. Poor 15 ml of oil into a 150 graduated cylinder
2. Poor 250 ml of water into a measuring cup
3. Poor the oil into the measuring cup
4. Cut each material into 2 by 2 squares 
5. Dip one 2 by 2 square into the "oil spill" and leave it in the oil for 5 seconds. 
6. Take the material out
7. See how many 2 by two squares it takes to remove the visable oil from the water. 
8. Take the water and oil and poor it into a 250 gradualted cylinder. 
9. Record
10. Poor the oil and water through a filtetr and record the filtered water level. 
11. Repeat steps for cotton, spandex, nylon, wool, paper towel and the foam packaging. Keep the results seperate for the organics
and the sythetics. 
Results: The organics picked up more oil and water. The synthetics left more oil in the water but rejected more water. It didnt take
as many 2 by 2 squares of the synthetics as it did the organics. 
Conclusions: Overall the organics picked the oil up the best. My hypothesis was partially correct because it didnt take as many
synthetics as orgainics to pick up the oil.

Summary Statement  (In one sentence, state what your project is about.)

My project tests which set of materials absorbs oil the best. I tested a group of organics and a group of
sythentics.
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